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Chapter 431: Luo Chenxin Was Actually Crazy To That Extent 

Reese was a professional who had gone through mercenary training, so he admitted that he was caught 

off guard just now. This was also why he missed and got injured by Luo Chenxi. 

However, at that moment, he was fully alert. ‘That wretched girl definitely won’t live on!’ 

However, he never expected that as soon as he turned around, an extremely pungent gas shot out 

towards his eyes at a close distance! 

“F*ck!” 

He cursed angrily, covered his eyes, and retreated. 

Hence, Luo Chenxi took the opportunity to press the central control lock, open the car door, and 

escaped! 

After a while, Reese recovered from his tearful state and was able to see clearly. 

When he looked back, Luo Chenxi had indeed disappeared without a trace! 

Thus, he was so angry that he punched the car window heavily. 

‘I’m a former mercenary, but I allowed a woman to escape right under my nose! 

‘Moreover, I ended up falling for a bottle of pepper spray?! 

‘What the hell?!’ 
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“D*mn you, woman! You will die today, there’s no escaping!” 

‘Even if that woman escapes, she has nowhere to hide in this remote place. 

‘I’ll find her sooner or later!’ 

… 

After jumping out of the car, Luo Chenxi immediately scanned her surroundings and rolled down the 

slope of the mountain path. 

Actually, the slope was overgrown with weeds. So although her movements were slower, there were 

still some places where she could hide. 

Moreover, her ankle had been sprained when she jumped out of the car, and it was starting to hurt. 

However, Luo Chenxi did not have time to be bothered with that. Hence, she could only endure the pain 

and continue running. 

At that moment, her clothes were completely soaked in cold sweat! 

‘I didn’t expect Luo Chenxin to be so crazy that she planned to kill me to silence me! 



‘Even if the two of us don’t have any feelings for each other, we’re blood-related sisters after all. 

‘Luo Chenxin’s actually willing to do such a thing just to marry into a wealthy family! 

‘Fortunately, I’ve been extra careful this time. In order to be safe, I’ve brought my military knife and 

pepper spray with me. Plus, because I was more vigilant this time, I was able to strike first before Reese 

attacked. 

‘If my reaction had been a little slower, I would’ve already turned into a corpse and been thrown onto 

the mountain path. 

‘It’s too late to call the police right now. 

‘The only thing I can do right now is to escape from this area. 

‘I’d be much safer if I got to a crowded area. 

‘At least, the assassin wouldn’t dare to make his move openly.’ 

As a result, she ran for a long distance before she ran out of breath. Hence, she could only stop and rest 

for a while. 

However, not long after she stopped, she heard a faint sound coming from not far away! 

Moreover, it was gradually approaching her! 

Luo Chenxi was shocked. She knew that she could not hide anymore, so she did not dare to stay there 

any longer. Thus, she immediately turned around and ran. 

In fact, Reese had already seen her figure and was chasing after her with large strides. 

“D*mn woman, stop right there! It’s useless even if you run, you won’t be able to escape today!” 

Luo Chenxi had already sprained her ankle, so she could not run fast. After she was discovered, the 

distance between the two of them was getting closer and closer. 

In fact, there were even a few gunshots behind her. 

Although the view on the slope wasn’t good and Reese didn’t hit her with those few shots, it was only a 

matter of time before she was caught… 

Just when Luo Chenxi was almost in despair, she suddenly saw a sports car speeding past on the 

mountain road. 

Hence, she immediately rushed towards the sports car without caring about anything else… 

“Screech…” 

Chapter 432: Hubby, It’s Me… I’m Here To Comfort You 

 

There was a loud screeching noise as the sports car brushed past Luo Chenxi and stopped. 

In fact, she was less than half a meter away from being swept under the car. 



Then, the front door of the sports car opened and the driver got out of the car before he angrily said, 

“What’s going on? Why are you rushing towards the highway? Do you know how dangerous it is? Are 

you brainless…” 

Halfway through his words, he suddenly saw the face of the woman who had fallen to the ground and 

was stunned. “You?!” 

Luo Chenxi also recognized him. Just as she was about to say something, another gunshot was heard. 

Luo Chenxi rushed to him. “Be careful!!” 

… 

At the same time. 

In the quiet study room, Mu Yichen suddenly trembled and covered his eyes. 

He did not know why, but since that morning, his right eyelid had been twitching. 

As the saying goes, the left eyelid jumping would indicate wealth, while the right eyelid jumping would 

indicate disaster. ‘I’ve got a bad feeling.’ 
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However, no matter how he thought about it, he could not think of any disaster that would befall onto 

him. 

‘Everything’s going smoothly for me right now. Both my career and life are going very well. Other than 

my proposal yesterday being rejected by that stupid woman, there’s nothing that’s unsatisfactory. 

‘But, for some reason, I can’t shake off this uneasy feeling.’ 

At that moment, someone knocked on the door of his study. 

Hence, Mu Yichen said unhappily, “Who’s outside?” 

“Hubby, it’s me… I’m here to comfort you.” 

Luo Chenxin imitated Luo Chenxi’s voice as she softly spoke outside the door. 

Mu Yichen frowned when he heard that. 

He was in an inexplicable low mood that day and didn’t want to see anyone, but in the end, he didn’t 

want to make his little woman unhappy, so he said, “Come in.” 

Then, the door opened, and Luo Chenxin walked in from the outside. 

The sound of high heels landing on the ground could be heard clearly. 

Not only that, with Luo Chenxin’s movements, a fragrant wind blew in. 

Mu Yichen raised his head and looked at the woman in front of him in astonishment. 

Luo Chenxin was wearing red laced lingerie, stroking her long hair with one hand and putting the other 

hand on her waist, showing an enchanting posture. 



“Hubby… Do I look pretty in this?” 

Luo Chenxin curled her lips and changed a few positions. Without exception, they were all sexy and 

seductive postures. 

However, Mu Yichen merely stared at her, not moving or speaking, 

Hence, Luo Chenxin suddenly felt a little annoyed. 

She had made every preparation possible that day to ensure that she could reveal an alluring aura from 

her hair all the way down to her toes. 

Hence, she had thought that Mu Yichen would pounce on her as soon as he saw her. 

But, in the end… 

‘He’s not moving at all? 

‘Could it be that he really has a cold personality? Is it possible that he and Luo Chenxi… Hasn’t slept 

together? That can’t be possible, can it? 

At that thought, Luo Chenxin hesitated for a while and decided to add fuel to the fire. 

Hence, she slowly walked to Mu Yichen’s side in her high heels and reached out her slender fingers to 

touch his chest. 

But, unexpectedly… 

“Smack!” 

She didn’t even manage to touch the button of Mu Yichen’s shirt, and her fingers were slapped away. 

“Hubby, what’s wrong with you?” 

Luo Chenxin seemed to be hurt. She stared at Mu Yichen’s face and put on a pitiful expression, which 

made Mu Yichen’s heart ache a little. 

He then raised his hand to press between his brows and said in a low voice, “I’m a little tired today, so 

I’m not in the mood. You should rest first. I still have some business to finish, so I can’t accompany you.” 

“But…” 

Luo Chenxin bit her lips. 

‘Mu Yichen isn’t just rich, his looks and figure are enough to be defined as the man among men. In fact 

I’ve been coveting his strong body for a long time, but Mu Yichen somehow seems disgusted by me. He 

won’t even touch me.’ 

Chapter 433: Tang Tang Doesn’t Want Bad Auntie, I Want Big Sister! 

‘It hasn’t been easy for me to appear with Luo Chenxi’s identity, so I thought that I would be able to 

have s*x with him. In the end, I’m being kicked out again?’ 



As unwilling as Luo Chenxin felt, she was afraid that she would get exposed, so she could only turn 

around and leave. 

On the other hand, Mu Yichen looked at her back and frowned, his eyes filled with confusion. 

‘This is so strange. 

‘The lingerie that the little woman’s wearing today may not be the same as the one she wore yesterday. 

However, the color, texture, and degree of exposure are all very similar. 

‘Yesterday, when she appeared, I felt as if my entire body was on fire. 

‘In fact, I wished that I could tear up everything she was wearing on the spot and press her under my 

body to do whatever I want. 

‘But today… I actually don’t feel anything at all. 

‘Even though she walked to my side and almost touched my body, I didn’t have the slightest impulse. 

Instead, I felt a little disgusted and spiteful. 

‘What’s wrong with me?’ 

At that thought, Mu Yichen closed his eyes and half-leaned against the back of the chair, feeling a little 

sleepy. 

However, he didn’t want to go back to the bedroom to sleep at all. 
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From time to time, waves of flustered emotions would surge up in his heart, causing him to remain 

unsettled. 

At that moment, someone knocked on the door of the study again. 

“Knock, knock! Knock, knock!” 

The sound made was especially soft. 

At first, Mu Yichen thought that it was the sound of the wind and did not take it seriously. 

However, after a few seconds, the sound of the knocking appeared again. 

Hence, Mu Yichen could not help but frown. “Who on Earth is outside? Stop knocking and come in.” 

The knocking stopped, but the door was not pushed open. 

Mu Yichen said impatiently, “Stop knocking if you don’t want to come in. It’s already the middle of the 

night, don’t you find it annoying?” 

“Daddy, Tang Tang can’t reach…” 

The little dumpling’s soft voice suddenly came from outside the door. 

Instantly, Mu Yichen was stunned as he jumped up from his seat and rushed to the door. 



When he opened the door, it was indeed his little princess. 

The little dumpling was wearing pink fluffy pajamas made by Luo Chenxi. One of her chubby hands was 

holding onto a bear plushie, while her other hand was rubbing her eyes. 

On top of that, her mouth was slightly pouted, and her eyes were a little red. 

She looked pitiful as if she had not woken up yet. 

Then, Mu Yichen quickly bent down and carried her up, placing her on the sofa used for meeting guests 

in the study. 

“Tang Tang, why are you running around at night instead of sleeping? Don’t you see what time it is? 

Good children shouldn’t sleep so late.” 

Then, he glanced at the clock and realized that it was already past 11pm. 

On the other hand, when the little dumpling heard the word “sleep”, she immediately opened her 

mouth and yawned. 

“Big Sister isn’t here, so Tang Tang can’t sleep… Daddy, why isn’t Big Sister coming home?” 

She hugged Mu Yichen’s neck and rubbed against it. “Daddy, let Big Sister come back to accompany 

Tang Tang.” 

Mu Yichen was obviously stunned. 

He patted her back in a comforting manner. 

“Isn’t Big Sister at home? You even kicked her just now! It’s such a waste that your Big Sister treats you 

so well, you heartless little troublemaker!” 

He raised his hand and pinched the little dumpling’s nose. “Alright, Daddy will carry you to find Big 

Sister. If you want her to tell you a story, you have to apologize to her. You really didn’t behave well 

when you kicked her today. Be careful that Big Sister doesn’t like you in the future.” 

As he spoke, Mu Yichen stood up with the little dumpling in his arms. He planned to bring her to the 

master bedroom to look for Luo Chenxin. 

However, the little dumpling noticed his intention and became nervous all of a sudden as she grabbed 

his shirt tightly. 

“No, Tang Tang doesn’t want Bad Auntie, I want Big Sister!!” 

Chapter 434: Daddy Is So Stupid!! 

Mu Yichen was stunned again. 

“Bad Auntie? What do you mean?” 

‘This is the second time I’ve heard this title from the little dumpling today. 

‘Usually, the little dumpling is a very well-mannered child and would almost never use such a derogatory 

title. 



‘In fact, only Bai Xinxin was given the title of “Bad Auntie” by the little dumpling because she bullied my 

little woman. 

‘Now, there’s actually another person with the “Bad Auntie” title… 

‘But, where has this come from? 

‘No one has bullied her Big Sister today though, except for the little dumpling herself.’ 

At that thought, Mu Yichen thought that his daughter was just making things up and did not take it to 

heart. Hence, he continued to carry her and walked out. 

However, the little dumpling became anxious and grabbed her father’s collar. She then leaned her entire 

body on his shoulder and screamed in his ear. 

“Tang Tang doesn’t want Bad Auntie, I want Big Sister!!! Bad Daddy, I don’t want Bad Auntie!!” 

She shouted very loudly this time, and it was especially close to Mu Yichen’s ear. 
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Hence, Young Master Mu’s face instantly became distorted. 

‘D*mn! 

‘Why is this little girl’s voice so loud? 

‘My ear’s almost deafened by her shouting! 

‘Who has she inherited this from?! 

‘I really want to throw this little troublemaker away!’ 

At that thought, Mu Yichen calmed down for a while after finally remembering that she was his 

biological daughter. 

Hence, he had no choice but to continue coaxing, “Daddy was going to bring you to find Big Sister, but 

you don’t want her. Who exactly is the Bad Auntie? Tell me clearly, has someone bullied your Big Sister 

again?” 

The little dumpling could not explain it clearly at the time. Hence, she bit her finger, tilted her head, and 

thought for a long time. 

“It’s… It’s that Bad Auntie! The Bad Auntie that looks like Big Sister! She’s not Big Sister!! Daddy is so 

stupid!!” 

The little dumpling had spoken vaguely, so if it were not for Mu Yichen’s familiarity with his daughter’s 

voice, he would not have been able to understand what she had said. 

However, when she said “Daddy is stupid”, her voice suddenly became very clear, very loud, and very 

determined. 

In fact, she almost deafened her Daddy’s ears again. 



‘She becomes so confident when she scolds her Daddy.’ 

Once again, Mu Yichen resisted the urge to throw the little dumpling away. He then carefully recalled 

what she said just now, and a shocked expression gradually appeared on his face. 

“Tang Tang, what do you mean? Are you trying to say that the person in the bedroom… Is not your Big 

Sister, but an auntie who looks very similar to your Big Sister?” 

The little dumpling nodded her head decisively and said, “Bad Auntie stinks, but Big Sister smells good! 

Bad Auntie is so fierce, so very fierce…” 

‘During the meal, Luo Chenxin glared at the little dumpling a few times, and the little dumpling 

remembered it all.’ 

At that moment, Mu Yichen finally understood what she meant. 

He frowned, “Tang Tang, are you having a nightmare? Big Sister is Big Sister, it’s impossible for her to 

suddenly become Bad Auntie. Your Big Sister was wearing a perfume today, so you’re not used to it. 

Also, your Big Sister has always doted on you, so how could she be fierce to you? You have to be a good 

girl.” 

In the end, he still did not believe what the little dumpling said at all, despite also feeling that his little 

woman was strange today. 

‘In fact, she was still wearing sexy lingerie when she went to the study just now, trying to seduce me. 

‘The birthmark on her waist and the mole on her collarbone are exactly the same as I remembered. 

She’s clearly the little woman who slept with me yesterday. 

‘How could she be a fake?’ 

Mu Yichen guessed that someone might have unintentionally provoked the little dumpling today, 

reminding her of the nightmare she had when she was young. 

This was probably the reason why the little dumpling had a sudden falling out with his little woman. 

Chapter 435: Haven’t We Already Lost Him? Unless… 

Thinking of this, Mu Yichen did not dare to bring the little dumpling to the master bedroom. 

Instead, he simply carried her back to the children’s room and coaxed her for a long time before she fell 

asleep. 

However, even though the little dumpling was asleep, she was still uneasy, tossing and turning around 

as she called out, “Big Sister…” 

Her voice was very pitiful. 

Seeing this, Mu Yichen frowned again. 

‘The little dumpling’s intuition has always been very accurate. 

‘Could there really be a problem? 



‘But… How could this be possible?’ 

… 

On the mountain path elsewhere… 

A silver sports car was driving at high speed. 

Luo Chenxi leaned against the back of the chair with a pale face. She looked at the man in the driver’s 

seat and said weakly, “Chief Sheng, thank you so much for today. If you hadn’t appeared just in time, I 

would’ve probably…” 
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“You’d better stop talking. You have a bullet in your leg. You need to get it out immediately. Otherwise, 

your leg will be crippled. I can’t believe you still have the strength to talk!” Sheng Yu yelled at her. 

He never thought that he would meet someone on the way to his classmate’s wedding in a neighboring 

city! 

Moreover, the person who stopped the car was Luo Chenxi, who had applied for half a month’s annual 

leave as soon as she started her job! 

Then, Luo Chenxi gritted her teeth and endured the pain. “I… I don’t have the strength anymore, but I 

still have to thank you…” 

‘Sheng Yu really is my savior! 

‘At first, I thought that I wouldn’t be able to run away anymore and that the car stopping just now was 

merely a last-minute attempt to survive. So, I didn’t expect it to be of much use. 

‘In fact, if Chief Sheng had stopped the car a little later, I would’ve died for sure. In fact, even if he had 

stopped in time and it wasn’t him, the car owner most likely wouldn’t have saved me. 

‘After all, I was being chased! 

‘No ordinary person would want to get into trouble like this. 

‘So, I’m really lucky to have met Chief Sheng, I’m saved now…’ 

Just as she heaved a sigh of relief, Sheng Yu suddenly stepped on the accelerator. The car shot out like 

an arrow leaving the bow. 

Hence, Luo Chenxi almost hit the back of the chair in front of her. “Chief Sheng, what’s going on?” 

“That person is catching up again,” Sheng Yu said in a low voice. 

Luo Chenxi frowned. “That can’t be… Haven’t we already lost him? Unless…” 

She suddenly remembered something and took out her phone from her backpack. 

‘The most likely thing to be monitored would be my cell phone.’ 



At that thought, Luo Chenxi hesitated for a moment, gritted her teeth, opened the car window, and 

threw her phone down the mountain path! 

The phone rolled down the pile of weeds and was soon out of sight. 

In fact, her guess was right. 

After throwing the phone away, Sheng Yu sped up for a while and shook off Reese, who was chasing 

after them relentlessly. 

Then, they did not see his car again until they entered T City. 

‘We should be safe this time…’ 

At that thought, Luo Chenxi heaved a sigh of relief, her vision went black, and she fainted. 

… 

Luo Chenxi was woken up by the pain from the wound on her right leg sometime later. 

When she opened her eyes, she saw that she was lying in an unfamiliar yet luxurious room with no one 

around her. 

She blinked her eyes blankly, and immediately, memories flooded into her mind. 

Then, she suddenly remembered what had happened the entire day yesterday, all the way from saying 

goodbye to everyone in the Mu family in the morning, to getting into the car “to the airport”, to being 

attacked in the middle of the night and running for her life… 

‘I seem to recall that it was Sheng Yu who saved me…’ 

At that moment, the door was pushed open, and Sheng Yu walked in from outside. 

Seeing that she was awake, his face was filled with joy as he strode over. 

Chapter 436: With These Two Broken Legs Of Yours, You Can Forget About Jumping Around 

 

“Little Cutie, you’re finally awake! You’ve been asleep for a day and a night. If it weren’t for the doctor’s 

assurance that you’re fine, I would’ve sent you to the hospital!” 

These words confused Luo Chenxi. “Sent to the hospital? Isn’t this the hospital?” 

Sheng Yu shook his head, “Of course not. This is my home. You’re being hunted down for reasons I have 

no idea about. So, I didn’t dare to send you to the hospital rashly and brought you home. Fortunately, 

although you were shot in the leg, it’s not severe. My family doctor can handle it.” 

Luo Chenxi heaved a sigh of relief. 

‘I must admit, Sheng Yu is really a meticulous man. 

‘He even considered not sending me to the hospital.’ 



When Luo Chenxi woke up just now, she was especially worried that her whereabouts would be 

exposed. 

‘If Luo Chenxin could hunt me down once, she could hunt me down a second time! 

‘It’s obvious that the assassin she’s hired is very professional. Even under China’s strict control, he was 

still able to get his hands on guns. 

‘He’s definitely not an ordinary person.’ 

Then, Sheng Yu looked at the unpredictable expression on her face and went deep in thought. 
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However, he did not ask her immediately. Instead, he got up, walked out of the door, and asked the 

maid to bring in some food that was easily digestible. 

In fact, Luo Chenxi was indeed hungry because she had not eaten for a day and a night. 

After saying her thanks, she buried her head in the food, wolfing down her food without a care about 

her image at all. 

Then, she looked up after finishing her food and was about to speak when suddenly, a warm touch came 

from the corner of her mouth. 

Sheng Yu’s fingers brushed past her lips and picked up a grain of rice. 

Hence, Luo Chenxi immediately felt a little awkward and coughed dryly. “Ahem, um… Do you have any 

tissues?” 

Sheng Yu got up and took a box of tissues from the bedside table. 

“Thank you…” 

Luo Chenxi reached out to take it. 

However, Sheng Yu did not give her the box of tissues. Instead, he took one out from the box, pinched it, 

and wiped it on her mouth. 

“I… Umm… I’ll do it myself…” 

The man’s rough fingertips wiped her tender lips. Although there were two layers of tissues between 

them, it was still too intimate. 

Hence, Luo Chenxi reached out to stop him. 

However, Sheng Yu had already retracted his hand and said indifferently, “It’s done.” 

In this way, Luo Chenxi’s hand remained in mid-air. It was neither up nor down, thus seeming a little 

awkward.. 

Sheng Yu put the tissue box back, “After you finish eating, take a good rest. You’ve lost a lot of blood 

yesterday, so your face is pale and your body is weak. The doctor has already said that if you want to 

recover well, you’re going to have to rest well during this period of time.” 



Hearing this, Luo Chenxi widened her eyes and became excited. 

“Ah? I need to rest? But, I don’t have time to rest now.” 

After she said that, she was about to sit up and get off the bed. 

However, such a big movement immediately affected the wound on her leg. 

Then, a burst of intense pain followed. 

Because of this, she moaned as her body twitched, and she fell back in bed. 

“It… It hurts so much…” 

Sheng Yu glanced at her. “Of course it hurts. Your left ankle is severely sprained and you even dragged it 

for 10 kilometers. When I carried you back, your ankles were swollen like a steamed bun! Your courage 

is really commendable, should I call you a female King Kong or a Tigress? 

“Your right leg was also shot, the bullet went straight through your leg, but it did not hurt your bones. 

However, with these two broken legs of yours, you can forget about jumping around.” 

Hearing this, the corner of Luo Chenxi’s mouth twitched. 

‘Sheng Yu… Has a really vicious mouth!’ 

Chapter 437: Young Master Mu’s Wife Is A Famous Tigress In T City 

 

‘Despite my injuries being so serious, not only does Sheng Yu not say anything to comfort me, he’s even 

mocking me? 

‘However, even if that’s the case, I really can’t get out of bed right now… What should I do then?’ 

At that thought, Luo Chenxi frowned. “Chief Sheng, did the doctor say how long it would take for the 

injury on my leg to heal?” 

“If you behave yourself and don’t move around everywhere, you should be fine in two weeks.” 

“Two… Two weeks?!” 

Luo Chenxi’s expression became a little ugly when she heard this. 

Sheng Yu glanced at her. “Don’t worry. I’m currently placing you in the Sheng Family’s old mansion. 

There are a lot of bodyguards hired by our family and a complete security system, so no assassin would 

be able to get in.” 

Luo Chenxi was stunned when she heard this. 

‘I wasn’t expecting for him to bring me back to his family’s old mansion…’ 

She quickly came back to her senses and said, “I’m not worried about the assassin, but… I have 

something very important to do! I should have it done as soon as possible… No, I need to do it right 

now! Is there any way for me to get out of bed and leave this place today…” 



Sheng Yu’s face darkened. “I’ve made it very clear just now. If you don’t want to lose your legs, you’d 

better behave yourself. Don’t you understand?” 
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“But, I really do have a very important matter!” 

She had originally wanted to compromise and leave the Mu family in exchange for Lu Wenjun’s 

whereabouts. 

However, she only discovered last night that Luo Chenxin even planned to kill her. 

Thus, her mom, Lu Wenjun, the chess piece that Chenxin used to control Luo Chenxi, must be in an even 

more critical situation at that moment! 

Hence, since it was a matter of life and death, Luo Chenxi couldn’t delay it for even a second. 

Thinking of this, Luo Chenxi dragged her legs and struggled to get out of bed. 

Seeing this, Sheng Yu sneered but didn’t attempt to stop her. Instead, he just crossed his arms over his 

chest and stood on the side, looking at her indifferently. 

Luo Chenxi had already broken out in cold sweat when she got out of bed. However, when her feet 

touched the ground… 

A sharp pain suddenly hit her, causing her to fall right back onto the bed. 

Sheng Yu saw her miserable look and said, “I told you to behave yourself. You’re free so run out yourself 

if you can, otherwise, you are to lie down obediently.” 

Luo Chenxi also realized that it was impossible for her to run out in her current condition, and her face 

instantly turned paler. 

Seeing this, Sheng Yu couldn’t help but ask, “What’s the emergency? Why don’t you tell me? Maybe I 

can help you.” 

Luo Chenxi hesitated for a moment and did not speak. 

Sheng Yu narrowed his eyes. “Is the matter… Really related to Mu Yichen?” 

Luo Chenxi was stunned and nodded. 

Sheng Yu looked at her pale little face and suddenly felt a surge of anger rising from his chest. 

“Xing Chen, do you know that Mu Yichen is already married? Moreover, he already has a daughter? Why 

are you so stubborn that you insist on being a mistress?” 

Initially, when Sheng Yu heard that Luo Chenxi had a boyfriend with a good family background, he was 

already prepared to give up. 

However, that day at the Secret Club, he saw Young Master Mu declaring his sovereignty over her. 

Hence, Sheng Yu realized that the man behind Xing Chen was actually Mu Yichen! 



Thus, Sheng Yu felt pity for Luo Chenxi. 

“Young Master Mu is indeed a good-looking man. However, he’s married after all, so he can’t give you a 

good future! You are young, beautiful, and talented, so why should you follow him? Do you know that 

Young Master Mu’s wife is a famous tigress in T City? She is extremely fierce, so how can you fight with 

her?” 

Luo Chenxi was stunned. 

‘Young Master Mu’s wife… That should be referring to me, shouldn’t it? 

‘After all, Luo Chenxin and Mu Yichen are only engaged, not married. 

‘But, I really don’t know how I’ve become famous, nor do I know how I have become widely known as a 

fierce tigress?’ 

Chapter 438: So, You’re Young Master Mu’s Wife, The Tigress? 

Sheng Yu saw her stunned expression and thought she was shocked, so he continued, “Do you 

understand the gravity of the situation now? You should take this opportunity to break up with Mu 

Yichen! Did he cause you to be hunted down this time? Has Mu Yichen abandoned you? Or is this his 

wife’s doing?” 

Hearing that his guesses were getting more and more ridiculous, Luo Chenxi hurriedly shook her head. 

“No, it really isn’t like that!” 

‘Is Young Master Sheng really not just deliberately taking revenge for being beaten up that day? 

‘I can’t help but feel that Young Master Mu is about to be discredited by him…’ 

“Then, what’s going on?” Sheng Yu frowned and looked at her unhappily. 

Luo Chenxi hesitated again. 

In the end, she decided to tell Sheng Yu all her secrets. 

‘Whatever it is, Sheng Yu saved my life, plus he has a reliable character. 

‘Moreover, I’m currently lying in bed and completely immobilized. So, if I want to save Lu Wenjun, I 

would definitely need Sheng Yu’s help. However, if I don’t even make it clear to him why I need his help, 

I wouldn’t come across as sincere at all.’ 

Thus, as Sheng Yu sneered at the beginning with an expression that seemed to say “let’s see how you’re 

going to cook up this story”. 

In fact, to him, Luo Chenxi’s story was so ridiculous that no ordinary person would ever think that such a 

thing would happen. 
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However, the reality was often more dramatic than novels. 



Hence, after Luo Chenxi finished speaking, Sheng Yu asked a few more questions, and then his face 

darkened. 

“So, what you said just now was not a story? It’s all true?!” 

Luo Chenxi nodded repeatedly, “Of course it’s true! You saw the assassin who tried to kill me yesterday. 

If it wasn’t for such a huge benefit, why would he trick me into the wilderness before he assassinated 

me? Plus, I wouldn’t be so anxious if it wasn’t for my mommy!” 

“So, you’re Young Master Mu’s wife, the Tigress?” 

Luo Chenxi was about to vomit blood when she heard this. “Who are you calling a Tigress? Do I look like 

one to you?” 

Sheng Yu stared at her for a while before he accepted the truth and asked, “What do you plan to do 

next?” 

Luo Chenxi pursed her lips as determination flashed across her eyes. 

“I was going to give in, but now that I think about it, I’ve been really stupid! If I hadn’t hesitated, I 

wouldn’t have given anyone the chance to hurt my Mommy. So, I plan to return to Mu Yichen as soon as 

possible.” 

Sheng Yu frowned. “What? You’re going back to Mu Yichen? Aren’t you afraid that your sister will kill 

your Mommy?” 

Luo Chenxi shook her head, “The situation is different now. “When I was in the Mu family, I was in the 

light, and Luo Chenxin was in the shadows. So, if I refused to give in at the time, she would definitely go 

all out and kill my Mommy. But now, the situation has reversed. I am now in the shadows, while Luo 

Chenxin is out there in the open. She should know that once something happens to my Mommy, I will 

expose her at all costs. Hence, she wouldn’t dare to harm my Mommy.” 

Sheng Yu was slightly stunned after hearing this analysis. He thought about it carefully and couldn’t help 

but nod. 

“You seem to have the situation clearly mapped out.” 

Luo Chenxi continued, “So, my Mommy should be safe now, all that’s left is for me to find her. However, 

I won’t be able to do this on my own, so I need Mu Yichen’s help. I’ve got to find my Mommy without 

alerting Luo Chenxin.” 

Sheng Yu nodded. “What you said makes sense, but… There’s no need for that. You should just break it 

off now! I’ll help you find her.” 

Luo Chenxi was stunned. “Ah? But this is between me and Mu Yichen. What has it got to do with you…” 

Chapter 439: Find That Little B*tch And Kill Her! 

 

Sheng Yu suddenly approached her and interrupted her. 



“Little Cutie, do you remember what my nickname was when I was in St. George’s University?” 

“The… The Devil?” 

“That’s right. So, aren’t you being a little too naive if you thought you could escape after falling into the 

Devil’s grasps?” 

“Ah?!” 

Before Luo Chenxi could react, Sheng Yu went in to kiss her face. 

However, she subconsciously avoided him. 

Hence, Sheng Yu missed his kiss, but he didn’t insist. Instead, he chuckled, turned around, and left. 

Instantly, Luo Chenxi covered her mouth and widened her eyes in shock. 

‘Sheng Yu couldn’t possibly… 

‘Mean it like that, could he…?’ 
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… 

On the other hand, the Mu family’s villa wasn’t peaceful during that early morning either. 

Luo Chenxin gripped her phone tightly, her expression ferocious. 

“What do you mean, Reese? What do you mean by things went wrong ‘again’?! Didn’t I tell you 

yesterday that nothing can go wrong with Luo Chenxi’s matter ever again and that it must be done 

cleanly? What did you promise me at the time?!” 

Reese’s neck was still injured, and his face was completely sullen. 

“Do you think I wanted to mess it up? It’s all because of you and your absolutely inaccurate intel! Who 

told you that Luo Chenxi is a weak girl? This girl attacked faster and more ruthlessly than I did! I almost 

got killed by her in fact!” 

Luo Chenxin said unhappily, “Are you kidding me? You’re a mercenary, so how could you possibly die in 

the hands of that little girl? Stop making excuses for yourself! Now that she’s not dead and has run 

away, do you know how big of a hidden danger this is? If she recklessly jumps out to expose me, neither 

I nor you will be able to withstand Young Master Mu’s wrath!” 

Reese gritted his teeth, “Do I need you to tell me that? Who am I doing this for in the first place?” 

“You’re doing this for yourself!” Luo Chenxin was extremely anxious and could no longer control her 

emotions, “Hurry up and think of a way to find that little b*tch and get rid of her as soon as possible! 

We can’t give her an opportunity to appear beside Young Master Mu!” 

“I know, I’ll definitely find her.” 

Luo Chenxin angrily threw her phone on the sofa and was so angry that her entire body was trembling. 



“That useless piece of sh*t, he can’t even kill a little b*tch! This is just great… If she does come back, I’ll 

really be finished! I must protect this secret, I can’t let her find out that Lu Wenjun is already…” 

At that moment, Luo Chenxin heard the sound of the door opening from the next room. 

Instantly, her whole body shook and she quickly put away her phone, including her angry expression. 

This was because she knew that it must be Young Master Mu from the study next door! 

The night before, Mu Yichen actually worked in the study for the whole night, never returning to the 

master bedroom at all. 

Luo Chenxin, who was wearing her sexy lingerie, posed on the bed for several hours, but in the end, it 

was all for naught! 

Despite her hands and feet cramping, she didn’t even see a single strand of Mu Yichen’s hair! 

However, Young Master Mu’s cloakroom was in the master bedroom, so he would definitely enter the 

master bedroom before he went to the company! 

Thinking of this, Luo Chenxin hurriedly tidied up her hair style, adjusted her bra straps, and sat on the 

bed, waiting quietly. 

Sure enough, not long after, the sound of the door knob turning could be heard, and Young Master Mu 

pushed the door open before he entered. 

The tall and straight man was wearing a black nightgown. He was no longer as cold as he usually was 

when he was in a suit and tie. 

The collar of the nightgown was slightly opened, revealing the collarbone lines and a bit of chest 

muscles. 

Although only the tip of the iceberg could be seen, it was enough to cause others to fall into a 

fantasizing dream. 

Hence, Luo Chenxin could not help but gulp in excitement. 

Chapter 440: Is It Possible That… He Needs Some Medicine To Boost Him Up Before He Can Do It? 

 

‘He’s the best of the best amongst men!’ 

At that thought, she took a deep breath and made a seductive pose on the bed. Then, she smiled 

seductively and said in a low voice. “Hubby, you finally came out of the study. It must’ve been tough on 

you last night…” 

Halfway through her words, Mu Yichen had already picked out clothes from the cloakroom. Then, he 

walked into the bathroom and slammed the door behind him. 

Throughout the entire process, he did not even look at her once. 

Hence, Luo Chenxin was so angry that she almost vomited blood on the spot! 



‘What the hell’s going on? 

‘I’m such a beautiful woman who’s lying on the bed. If it were any other ordinary man, they would’ve 

pounced onto me long ago. However, Mu Yichen was completely unmoved! 

‘Could it really be that he’s incapable? 

‘However, if he’s incapable, where did the little dumpling come from? 

‘Is it possible that… He needs some medicine to boost him up before he can do it? 

‘How could a man with such an exquisite face and body have such a problem?’ 
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Actually, Mu Yichen didn’t ignore her on purpose. Instead, he just kept thinking about what the little 

dumpling had said the night before. 

‘She said that the “Bad Auntie” is very smelly, while her Big Sister is very fragrant. 

‘I didn’t notice it yesterday, but I did feel it the moment I entered the bedroom just now. 

‘The room is filled with the smell of perfume, and it made me very nauseous. 

‘The faint body scent from the little woman seems to be gone now…’ 

After changing his clothes, Mu Yichen looked straight ahead again. He passed through the master 

bedroom, went straight out the door and went downstairs. 

Luo Chenxin was furious as she knew that she could not seduce Mu Yichen that day. Hence, she could 

only get up and wash herself. 

During breakfast, the little dumpling was still clinging tightly to Tan Yueru’s side. Her little face was full 

of grievance, and she would occasionally look at Mu Yichen with a resentful gaze. 

She seemed to be upset at the fact that her Daddy did not believe her words and refused to chase away 

the Bad Auntie. 

In fact, Tan Yueru also realized that something was not right between the few of them, hence she could 

not help but cough. “Ahem, Daughter-In-Law, what’s happened between you and Yichen? Did you guys 

have a fight last night? Also, Tang Tang, you’ve been angry the whole day already, so you should have 

calmed down by now, shouldn’t you? Why are you still so distant from your Big Sister?” 

“Bad Auntie! She’s not Big Sister!!” the little dumpling puffed up his cheeks and said angrily. 

Unfortunately, Tan Yueru still didn’t notice the problem and only cared about coaxing the little 

dumpling. 

“Your temper is exactly the same as your Daddy’s, proud and vengeful since young. Alright, cheer up. 

Have a strawberry cake!” 

The little dumpling’s expression became even more aggrieved when she saw the cake. 

This was because she couldn’t even eat her favorite strawberry cake anymore. 



Hence, she pushed the plate and jumped down from the child’s chair. “Tang Tang doesn’t want to eat. 

Tang Tang wants to go to kindergarten to find Brother Shaoxuan!!” 

As she said that, she ran towards the door with her short legs. 

Luo Chenxin saw that she had run away and secretly heaved a sigh of relief. 

‘That little thing’s finally run away. She almost got me exposed again! 

‘I really want her to shut up forever!’ 

At that thought, a hint of viciousness flashed across Luo Chenxin’s eyes. 

Suddenly, she felt several gazes fall on her, and she hurriedly adjusted the expression on her face. 

“Mom, you… Why are you looking at me?” 

Tan Yueru said somewhat strangely, “Daughter-In-Law, why aren’t you sending Tang Tang to 

kindergarten today? You didn’t braid her hair either. Have you forgotten about it because you’re too 

busy with work? That little girl’s very particular about her looks, and she only likes the braids you do for 

her, so you mustn’t forget about it.” 

Luo Chenxin’s face turned green when she heard this. 

Then, she cursed Luo Chenxi in her heart. 

‘That little b*tch has too many tricks up her sleeves. She literally has nothing better to do that she 

actually braids that little girl’s hair!’ 

 


